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                Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

                
 by   Mark Twain 
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is a children's novel by Mark Twain. Unlike other adventure stories, this adventure journey is not for fun but for the survival. A boy, whose life is, threatened none other than his own father.  A slave escapes from the custody of masters in fear of being sold. Both unite to fight for survival of them.

Huckle ..
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                A Little Princess

                
 by   Frances Hodgson Burnett 
A Little Princess is the story of a young girl who does not change her helping attitudes towards the poor even when her ill-fate turned down her to become a maidservant.

Sara, the daughter of Captain Crew joins Miss Minchin's boarding school at London. In spite of her born with silver spoon fate, she is always creative kind and polite with peopl..
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                Alice Adventures in Wonderland

                
 by   Lewis Carroll 
Alice falls down to a Wonderland where no boundary for rules, eating or drinking something can make you grow or shrink your size phenomenally, exaggerated trials for tart thefts. In-spite of this odds she has to find her way back to home by solving many word games and riddles.

Believed to have been published as a classic literature, this story w..
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                The Prince and the Pauper

                
 by   Mark Twain 
The Prince and the Pauper is the Mark twain’s first historic fiction work. The story is set in London, about two boys with identical appearance, named Tom Canty and Edward. While Edward is the son of King Henry VIII and Tom Canty, a Pauper who lives with his abusive father.

In an event Tom and Edward meet together and swap their dresses. Edward ..
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                Anne of Green Gables

                
 by   Lucy Maud Montgomery 
Anne of Green Gables is written by L. M. Montgomery, a Canadian writer whose literary works are popular among readers of all ages including children.

This novel is a fiction story of a young orphan girl named Anne Shirley. Matthew and Marilla Cuthbert the siblings at their fifties were looking to adopt a boy to take care of their farm in Prince ..
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                The Children of Odin -  The Book of Northern Myths

                
 by   Padraic Colum 
The Children of Odin: The Book of Northern Myths is a classical literature for children written by Padraic Colum, an Irish novelist who was instrumental in reviving Irish Literary world. His contribution to Irish literature in many forms as dramatist, poet, playwright, biographer and folklore collector through his notable works such as The Saxon Sh..
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